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From the President’s Desk
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What a fantastic turnout we had for the run to York a very
sincere thanks to Gretar Jonsson for taking all the photos and for
Loris in constructing the actual results which you see in the
magazine.
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We had 56 of our own cars in attendance Gretar photographed at
least 63 vehicles. This was without doubt the largest number of
cars our club as ever had at one event, I am so proud of all the
members who took the time to help celebrate this epic event I was
told that we would never get 50 cars………………we did, and we
blitzed it so thank you all once again.
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50th Anniversary run, York
Loris Cooper and Martin Paine

1940’s Fashion History
Cheryl Glew

PG. 4
“The Rugby in the Red Dust”
Brian Rodwell

From the President’s Desk cont.
I do need to acknowledge Rob Hyde who had arranged to have three cars there and our Vice President who had two cars in
attendance.
We did have two breakdowns but both cars were well supported a big thanks goes to Bob D’Jong for being tail end Charlie
and for the De Benni’s for providing a tilt tray. My sincere hope is that now 56 cars made the 160-kilometre round trip this
will have given you all the confidence to get out and use your classic in 2023 and beyond.
At the time of writing this we only have a few events left in this fantastic 50th Anniversary year.
I hope we have saved the best until last that being our last Hurrah where we will be handing out the Gold numbered car
badges what will your number be? to find out you will have to attend our very last event for the year on Friday the 16th of
December at the clubrooms 6:30PM until late we plan to provide supper by way of Pizza’s and we may even cough up for a
modest amount of alcohol, watch this space.
The Christmas lunch has all been finalised and all you need to do is to book yourself in and pay our treasurer, again heavily
subsidised as after all the clubs funds are yours. But YOU MUST book and pay on or before the 25th of November so we can
let the caterers know numbers. So, book, Book, and Book we will have a ball as we usually do.
The workshop managed to help several members to enable them to have confidence to drive to York and back which really is
what we set the workshop up to do, there is some space on the job board if you need help with your vehicle.
I hope to see you all at the next meeting and please do not be shy about bringing some supper to share.
Kind Regards,

Tony Warner
President
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The Rugby in the
Red Dust
Brian Rodwell

You might remember that I acquired the 1927 Rugby R 6
from the club in May 2021 with the intention of restoring
it to enter the Red Dust Revival in September 2022. After
12 months of repair and restoration on the car, we took it
to Caversham racecourse in August to face the scrutineers
to get mechanically passed to compete in the Red Dust
Revival at Lake Perkolilli, near Kalgoorlie.

Having passed OK we loaded the car on the trailer,
packed all the gear we would need to camp out under a
tree on the dry clay pan that is Lake Perkolilli and headed
off. My son Jason drove over from Adelaide to join me as
pit crew, 2nd driver and general labourer. I relied on his
greater camping experience to let him set up our campsite
and maintain our comfort for the week.

The first few days were spent tuning the car and doing
some shakedown laps to see how the Rugby No 291 would
perform as we had not driven the car before getting to the
track. We also needed to get the feel of the track as it is a
very smooth, hard surface with a light powdery dust on
top which allows nice slides through the corners.
Thursday was the day for handicapping. We had to
complete a 2-lap run at our racing speed to be officially
timed and placed in our groups.Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday were the demonstration/competition events.
We had three 2 lap events for each speed group each day,
with motor bike racing in between car events which gave
the many spectators a pretty good show. The Rugby
started and perfectly ran all week and only needed an
occasional top up with water.
For a great viewing of the event go to YouTube and
search "Red Dust Revival.".
Cheers-
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1940’s Fashion
Cheryl Glew
Continuation of my interpretation of fashion history, 1940s.
WW2 bought an end to the depression. With the 1st half of
the 1940s dominated by WW2, and the 2nd half in post
war recovery, fashion stalled. Men and women, when they
weren’t in uniform, relied on clothes they already owned.
Many countries established rationing systems or
restrictions, trying to prevent waste and create fair
distribution of scarce resources. Decorative features were
abandoned, leading to a simplified style that created a
kind of civilian uniform. Mending was economical and
patriotic, a fad for patched clothing emerged, with home
sewers piecing together garments from remnants. Creative
women cut down old garments to reuse the fabric or
remade old clothing into wartime fashion. With many men
away at war, wives cut down husband’s suits for their own
use. Adult clothing was often cut down for growing
children. Due to silk shortage, women shared wedding
dresses and formalwear. Unlike the depression, war and
rationing affected all ages and genders indiscriminately.
By the dawn of 1940 France had long been established as
the centre of women’s fashion but with German forces
occupying Paris, British and American fashion industries
were able to develop. Clothes rationing was quite severe in
UK this allowed American designers to thrive, especially
ready-to-wear in simple, casual styles that were trendy
and popular. America led the sportswear revolution
throughout the 1940s. Central to the spread of the casual,
leisure look was Katharine Hepburn. Her high-waisted
slacks and button-down shirts spoke to the women in
uniform and demonstrated the emerging American Look.
Military uniforms had an enormous influence on fashion
particularly the trench coat, made popular by movie stars,

fabric. Single-breasted jackets replace double-breasted
styles, lapel sizes and number of pockets were restricted.
Less fabric was used in trousers, so they were slimmer,
single pleats replaced double and turned up cuffs were
eliminated. Due to fabric rationing and the development
of wrist watches, waist belts, and spectacles
vests/waistcoats were no longer an essential part of a
man’s suit.
Restrictions also changed women’s fashion. In the 1930s
90% of American silk came from Japan, 75% of it was
used for women’s lingerie, specifically stockings. In 1939
with the development of nylon for stockings, silk fell in
popularity. After the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the
military turned from silk to nylon for glider tow ropes,
aircraft fuel tanks, flak jackets, shoelaces, mosquito
netting, hammocks, and, yes, parachutes, so nylon became
unavailable for civilians. Women, no longer able to get silk
or nylon stockings, took to shaving and then painting a
silk-stocking line down the back of their legs. After the
war, fed by the beauty industry, leg shaving remained
popular.
With wool, silk and nylon reserved for military designers
made use of denim, seersucker, and jersey. Zippers,
buttons, and elastic were also reserved for military or
unavailable, so wrap-around skirts, blouses, and dresses

it was adapted for civilian wear as much by women as
men, a classic style that is still popular today. It was
unusual to see men out of uniform, so suits changed very
little, other than the new regulations primarily to save
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were introduced as designers looked
for alternative closures.
Pattern companies inspired by designers, produced
patterns in wrap-around styles for home sewers, the wraparound idea was also promoted in magazines. The wraparound skirt or dress can be found scattered through
fashion history, making a big comeback with the rise of
feminism in the 1970s. Suits were military inspired with
fitted hip length jackets and padded shoulders. Skirts rose
to knee length, and they were slim with slight A line flare
Military and Industry actively recruited and trained
women. Rivet Rosie, a well-recognised American fictional
character, became an icon who represented the “We can
do it” attitude of women working in factories and
shipyard during WW2. Once again in the workforce,
women were increasingly comfortable wearing uniforms,
overalls and trouser to work.
With so many entering the workplace trousers became
stylish as did turbans and headscarves to keep their hair
away from machinery and uniforms became part of their
everyday non work apparel. Women were paid at a much
lower rate than the men they were replacing. These were
work for war rolls, not work for life, women were expected
to leave or be demoted when men returned to the work
force.
Women all over the world including Australia were very
involved with the war effort. When WW2 began the only
women’s unit in the Australian Military was
November | 2022 | VAAWA

the Australian Army Nurse Service. To help “do their bit”
for Australia’s war effort, women joined groups as diverse
as the Australian Red Cross Letters Association,
The Australian Comforts Fund, the Women’s Air Training
Corps, and the Women’s Emergency Signallers. 1940 saw
the formation of the Women’s Australian National Service
WANS women were trained in air raid drills, military
drills, shooting, signalling, driving, transport, mechanics,
map reading, stretcher bearing, 1st aid and home medical
care. It is estimated 60,000 Australian women worked in
both trained and untrained volunteer rolls
WANS Women successfully demonstrated they were
capable of filling roles traditionally filled by men and in
1941, to free up men for frontline service, the Australian
Women’s Army Service AWAS was established. By 1944,
24,026 women had enlisted, they were employed in 70
different occupations and 385 served in New Guinea.
War ended in 1945 but life and fashion did not
immediately go back to normal, rationing stayed and
there were still shortages while the world recovered from
war.
Join me next month when I explore 1950s fashion-

Cheryl
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VAA 50th
Anniversary Spring
Cabaret

– Saturday 10th September 2022

A great turnout for our
Spring Cabaret at the Swans Athletic Club in Herne Hill.
Some 50 members and friends turned out for a great night
of music put on by a great duo called the Monaro’s. Plus,
our very own Graham Hough for his bracket of songs. A
big thank you to Allan Caddy for organizing the Monaros
and to Tom Polich for recommending the Swan Athletic
Club.
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VAA 50th Anniversary Re-enactment
of the first run to York in 1973

50 Years later the re-enactment of the VAA Run
to York October 16th, 2022
There were about 60 VAA vehicles in attendance,
also several other clubs
Of the original event in 1973, there were 3
Members who attended the 50th celebration,
Martin Paine, Davyn Howard, and Allan Caddy.
Martin Pain’s 1929 Chev Sedan, (which he and his
brother Roger restored in 1972), the only one to be
found of the cars from the first run, was brought
from Toodyay for the event by Steve and Debra
Andrijich (members of the Avon Valley Vintage
Vehicle Association) who now own the car. Greatly
appreciated, thank you.

The First Rally
7th October 1973
Above L-R Davyn Howard’s 26 Chev, Martin &amp; Roger
Paine’s 29 Chev, Doug Barbers Chev 4 truck, Passenger was Allan
Caddy. Bernie Tilbrooks 29 Oldsmobile, and Phil Evan’s 26 Chev
The VAA was founded on the 28th of June 1972, at the home of
the 1st club president Doug Barber. Secretary was Murray
Henderson. Treasurer was Bernie Tilbrook. Committee Bob
Thornton, Phil Evans, Brian Henderson. I (Martin Paine
member no 15) was at this first meeting.

The Club was extra privileged to have a few of the
Club’s original Members & who were also at that
very first VAA Run to York on Sunday 7th
October 1973

Steve Andrijich (current owner) & Martin Paine (original
owner)
With the 1929 Chev that was on the first run
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All the cars gathered at the Club Rooms on Helen Street before the Run and had a second meeting point for more cars joining
the Run at the Lakes Roadhouse.
Lost count of the very happy members, but managed to capture a few of them – Loris
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WANTED!
Old used batteries, we have a small collection of dead
batteries which we sell for scrap, the last time we managed
to get over $600 for the club so if you have any lying
around then please if you can drop them into the club so
we can convert them to scrap.

WANTED!
Scrap steel we collected a skip full of scrap the last time we
did this and made a good deal of cash for your club so if
you have any dead engines gearboxes etc. please drop
them into the club for us to sell.

WANTED!
Cash for cans and bottles. Your club collected around
$1400.00 in the past financial year through the generosity
of members bringing in their cans and bottles. Mark Mc
Kenzie takes them down for exchange into cash most
weeks a big thanks to Mark for doing this for you all.
Please bring in your old empties.

MONTHLY MUG WINNERS
AUGUST WINNER-BRIAN BROOKES

SEPTEMBER WINNER-ROBERT HYDE
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OCTOBER WINNER-THE VELDON FAMILY
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